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1. Before starting work, make sure the firearm is 
unloaded and made safe with magazine removed.

2. Begin by holding the firearm as shown. At the 
rearmost corner, cover the frame with the HANDALL 
Jr. Make sure it is right side up. Look for the (up↑) 
inside the grip.

Note: You may want to warm the HANDALL Jr. if the 
environment is cold for ease of installation. This can be done in 
hot or boiling water, or with a blow-dryer, etc. Warming the 
HANDALL Jr. will make it easier to stretch. On steel frame 
firearms, make sure the sleeve is completely dry so the firearm 
is protected against rust.

3. Next, pull the sleeve towards the front of the 
firearm until the finger groove ridge is over the front 
corner of the frame. The HANDALL Jr. is designed to 
fit tightly and much force may be required to 
complete this step. The sleeve should be stretched as 
evenly as possible. The rubber is very durable and 
tear resistant although care must be exercised not 
to gouge, cut, or pull excessively on the edges of the 
sleeve, as a tear may develop. 

4. The grip must be pulled onto the firearm frame. 
Slip your fingers under the sleeve and grab the 
edge. Pull upwards onto the firearm. Do not pull 
outwards any more than necessary. Do this a little at 
a time alternating from right to left, back and forth, 
inside and out, whatever it takes until the grip is to 
its desired height. 

5. The HANDALL Jr. is designed to fit standard 
semi-auto pistols as shown. Raise or lower the 
sleeve to fit most comfortably in your hand.

6. The bottom edge of the HANDALL Jr. will fit 
flush or slightly above the bottom of large pocket 
pistols. The extra length will need to be trimmed off on 
very short pistols. Do this by simply trimming the 
bottom with a hobby knife. A thin piece of clear plastic 
from the package inserted between the firearm and 
sleeve will prevent scratching the firearm and will 
allow you to see where you are cutting. 
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IMPORTANT!
Check all functions of your firearm after grips are 
installed. Test-fire your firearm. This is 
especially important if weapon is to be used for 
law enforcement duty.

ATTENTION
This Hogue Grip Sleeve is designed to be used with 
standard automatic pistols. DO NOT INSTALL THIS 
SLEEVE on pistols with grip safeties or functions. 
FOR EXAMPLE: It should not be used on a Colt 1911 
style pistol as it will disable the grip safety mechanism.
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